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Suppose you are writing a long-running program and you want to retrieve transaction-level locks between rows in a table. You select rows from your table in two separate, concurrent transactions, A and B. You place the locks manually to ensure that transaction A doesn't update rows that transaction B also updates. Then you perform read operations on the
results of your two queries to ensure that the locks taken by transaction B hold. To stop the optimizer from choosing a plan that returns data from multiple rows before transactions A and B have reached the rows being operated on, you can use the LIMIT statement with TOP (for example, SELECT * FROM Table LIMIT 100). The LIMIT command can only be used
with the SELECT statement. To enable column sorting. For details see Sorting a DataGrid. Note that this command only changes the visual sorting. When you add a column to your DataGrid, you have the option of sorting the column separately or using the default sorting. If you do not want to sort in a DataGrid, use the Sort command. When used in a search
process the Click command allows the user to mark a specific file or a group of files by clicking on them. The number of files that can be selected in one operation is determined by the number of files in the folder where the files are stored. Once the user has selected a file or a group of files, the Return or Enter key is pressed to enter the next step. When the

user requests a search with no parameters, the Click command will be activated on the first file in the folder and the search will be started automatically. To start a search at the first file, the user must also click on the first file.
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Suppose you are writing a long-running program and you want to retrieve transaction-level locks between rows in a table.
You select rows from your table in two separate, concurrent transactions, A and B. You place the locks manually to ensure
that transaction A doesn't update rows that transaction B also updates. Then you perform read operations on the results
of your two queries to ensure that the locks taken by transaction B hold. To stop the optimizer from choosing a plan that
returns data from multiple rows before transactions A and B have reached the rows being operated on, you can use the
LIMIT statement with TOP (for example, SELECT * FROM Table LIMIT 100). The LIMIT command can only be used with the
SELECT statement. To enable column sorting. For details see Sorting a DataGrid. Note that this command only changes
the visual sorting. When you add a column to your DataGrid, you have the option of sorting the column separately or

using the default sorting. If you do not want to sort in a DataGrid, use the Sort command. When used in a search process
the Click command allows the user to mark a specific file or a group of files by clicking on them. The number of files that
can be selected in one operation is determined by the number of files in the folder where the files are stored. Once the

user has selected a file or a group of files, the Return or Enter key is pressed to enter the next step. When the user
requests a search with no parameters, the Click command will be activated on the first file in the folder and the search

will be started automatically. To start a search at the first file, the user must also click on the first file. 5ec8ef588b
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